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In this essay I take as my focus the writings of architectural practice 

Caruso St John and the comparison with their New Art Gallery, Walsall. 

It is an exploration of the design intentions, as written, and then the 

realities, as built, looking at whether these match and, if not, 

whether this needs to be remedied. I discuss the representation of this 

architectural project through the writing of manifestos as well as 

media coverage, and both the positives and negatives of the translation 

of design into text (and vice versa). Hopefully, along the way, I come 

closer to answering the question: „How should we write about 

architecture?‟ 

 

I look at „intentions‟ through a discussion of Adam Caruso and Peter St 

John‟s prolific manifesto writing, as well as essays and comments about 

the practice‟s design principles. I also discuss the way the New Art 

Gallery was represented in the architectural press, first as design and 

then as a new building. I look at „realities‟ through a subjective 

walk-through of the New Art Gallery with additional comments and 

criticisms from contemporary journal articles.  

 

I reflect on the building, and the architects‟ intentions, 10 years 

after it first opened, whilst discussing the subjective nature of 

architectural experience, the idea of high expectations and inevitable 

disappointments, and to what extent manifestos are made physical in 

designs. 
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Introduction 

 

In this essay, I shall take as my focus the writings of architectural 

practice Caruso St John and a comparison with their New Art Gallery, 

Walsall. I will explore the design intentions, as written, and then the 

realities, as built, looking at whether these match and, if not, 

whether this needs to be remedied. I aim to discuss the representation 

of this architectural project through the writing of manifestos as well 

as media coverage, and both the positives and negatives of the 

translation of design into text (and vice versa). Hopefully, along the 

way, I will come closer to answering the question: „How should we write 

about architecture?‟ 

 

Most architects write about design just as much as they practice it. 

There is just so much to say - heads crammed full of ideas and 

principles and polemics, more than can ever be expressed in any one 

building. And then, even when discussing that one building, there is 

more to say than it could ever express alone: words upon words upon 

words.  

 

Caruso St John are a practice who certainly conform to this, with both 

Adam Caruso and Peter St John writing prolifically about their 

buildings, the buildings of others, urban planning, influences, design 

movements, principles and making. They write well; eloquent and 

convincing, their manifestos are inspirational. But what role does this 

writing occupy in relation to their designs: informative, supportive, 

or aspirational? I shall aim to answer this question by discussing the 

following: 

-Does what they write differ from what they do? 

-If so, is what they write „better‟ than what they do? 

-If this is the case, should they change how they write? 

 

The New Art Gallery (1995-2000) is seen by many as their most 

successful project to date and, as such, it has hundreds of pages of 

text dedicated to analysing it. 10 years after its completion, the 

descriptions of the building are slowly becoming more real than the 

building itself. At the time they were written, predictions were made 

based on an empty building (an architectural journalism standard 

practice), devoid of people or art. On re-examination of the brief and 

the gallery in use, have Caruso St John come close to achieving the 

things they write so clearly and passionately about? 
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Intentions 

 

‘In theory there is no difference between theory and practice, but in 

practice there is.’  

J L A Van De Snapscheut 

 

Practicing since the 1990s, and so nearly totally free from 

technological limitations, Caruso St John have had the freedom to do 

„almost everything‟
1
. How then, and why, do they choose to show 

restraint? 

 

In this age of excess, Caruso St John temper their designs with 

diverse theoretical underpinnings and references, both critical and 

conceptual.
2
 Every idea is thoroughly considered. They are sceptical 

of any „grand narrative‟, and do not wish to „reconstruct any lost 

totality, nor to reach any utopian unity‟
3
; their design principles 

are more like a series of „short stories‟, obviously by the same 

author, with changing protagonists but identifiable themes.  

 

Studying the manifestoes and essays of Adam Caruso and Peter St 

John, as well as interviews and descriptions of their practice, 

allows for some categorisation of these carefully-crafted 

ideologies. 

 

 

Contemporary Architecture 

 

‘Never has so much construction been based on so few ideas.’
4
 

Adam Caruso 

 

Caruso St John are loudly against what they variously refer to as 

„opportunistic, neofunctionalist, guilt-free or descriptive‟ practice,
5
 

which to them is represented by the work of many of their 

contemporaries, with Rem Koolhaas, MVRDV and Foreign Office Architects 

among the targeted. In his manifesto „Towards an Ontology of 

Construction‟, Caruso writes: 

Anything goes and everything is possible (...) Architects are now 

testing the boundaries of this expanded territory in an experimental 

and haphazard way. The results are often ill-informed and unconvincing 

since material innovation and new methods of production cannot lead 

directly to a new architecture. In the absence of legitimate cultural 

                                                             
1
 Phillip Ursprung, „Poetic Realism‟, in Caruso St John: Almost Everything, ed. by 

Phillip Ursprung (Barcelona: Ediciones Poligrafa, 2008) pp.76-80 (p.76). 
2
 Hal Inberg, „Sampling and Remixing an Architecture of Resistance’, in Canadian 

Architect 44 (September 1999), 26–33 (p.26). 
3
 Ursprung, p.76. 
4
 Adam Caruso, „Tradition‟, in OSA 65 „Ornamentation‟ (2004), 76-89 (p.84). 
5
 Inberg, p.27. 
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imperatives, many architects continue to pursue novelty as their prime 

objective.
6
 

 

They have argued for discretion regarding „when to be interesting‟ and 

the contempt in Adam Caruso‟s statement that „Architecture must be 

exciting. Non-stop entertainment‟
7
 is obvious. 

 

Wary of the „formless and arbitrary‟, Caruso St John state Pudong, 

Dubai, and Mumbai as examples of „a disorientating and alienating 

environment of brash mediocrity.‟
8
 This finds roots in the „Critical 

Regionalism‟ of Kenneth Frampton: 

The fundamental strategy of Critical Regionalism is to mediate the 

impact of universal civilisation with elements derived indirectly from 

the peculiarities of a particular place.
9
 

Frampton distinguishes between Critical Regionalism and „simple-minded 

attempts to revive the hypothetical forms of a lost vernacular‟
10
- 

Caruso St John are careful not to stray into this disdained territory. 

 

Caruso St John see most mainstream practices as „infused with brand 

recognition‟
11
- striving to generate bold profiles and completely 

original forms through the use of computer-aided design, such as 

parametrics and cybernetics, they replace the „complexities and 

ambiguities that are held within the tradition of architectural form‟
12
 

with the equivalent of a flashy logo. These peculiar shapes quickly 

lose their novelty, becoming „not new, but also not old‟
13
 and so unable 

to blend into the urban background. In response to this, Caruso St John 

aim to have no clear typology- no „brand‟- as each project is 

considered within its context.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
6
 Adam Caruso, „Towards an Ontology of Construction‟, in Caruso St John Architects: 

Knitting, weaving, Wrapping, Pressing, ed. by Luca Deon and Tony Hafliger 

(Switzerland: Birkhauser, 2002) pp.6-10 (p.8). 
7
 Paul Vermeulen, „A Conversation with Adam Caruso and Peter St John‟, in Caruso St 

John Architects: Knitting, weaving, Wrapping, Pressing, ed. by Luca Deon and Tony 

Hafliger (Switzerland: Birkhauser, 2002) pp.74-88 (p.80). 
8
 Peter St John, „If I was designing London‟, London Development Agency Framework 

Panel (2008), p.1. 
9
 Kenneth Frampton, „Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture 

of Resistance‟, in Postmodern Culture, ed. by Hal Foster (London: Pluto Press, 

1985), pp.16-30 (p.21). 
10
 Ibid., p.21. 

11
 Caruso, „Tradition‟, p.82. 

12
 Ibid., p.82. 

13
 Ibid., p.82. 
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Dehumanisation of the Modern World 

 

‘I still believe that architecture should be resistant. It has a 

potential to resist the way literature and fine art can resist.’
14
 

Adam Caruso (on global commercialisation) 

 

In a world where ambiguity and complexity are being removed „in the 

name of commercial efficiency‟
15
, Caruso St John try to offer 

„resistance to the forces that would dehumanize us.‟
16
 On the subject 

of masterplanning, in an interview with Paul Vermeulen, they said: 

At the scale of a quarter, or of a street or of two sites next to 

each other, you can really do something. (...) But you can’t sustain 

it much further. It’s beyond your comprehension. You would have to 

start making generic decisions.
17
 

And it is these generic decisions that they are so keen to avoid. 

 

This artistic ambition has origins in the work of artists such as 

Gordon Matta-Clark (Fig. 1), whose work directly engaged with the 

spaces of the city,
18
 challenging the „high priests of architecture‟ who 

„inhabited a world of lofty abstractions divorced from the physical 

reality of everyday life.‟
19
 

 

                                                             
14
 Vermeulen, p.86. 

15
 Ibid., p.86. 

16
 Inberg, p.28. 

17
 Vermeulen, p.88. 

18
 Caruso St John, „Nottingham Contemporary‟, Caruso St John Projects 

<http://www.carusostjohn.com/projects/new-art-gallery-walsall/> [accessed 2 

November 2010]. 
19
 Nicolai Ouroussoff, „Timely lessons from a rebel, who often created by 

destroying‟, New York Times (March 2007) 

<http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/03/arts/design/03matt.html?pagewanted=1&_r=1> 

[accessed 3 February 2011]. 
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Fig. 1: „Splitting‟, 1974, by Gordon Matta-Clark 

(chromogenic prints mounted on board). 

Fig. 2: „Clothespin‟, 1976, by Claes Oldenburg  

(Cor-Ten and stainless steels, Centre Square Plaza 

in Philadelphia) 
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Everyday and Familiarities 

 

‘We prefer characterful ugliness to calculated perfection.’
20
 

Peter St John 

 

Caruso St John connect by aiming for architecture which is „richly 

associative‟
21
, avoiding the abstract and diagrammatic. They state 

that „the modernist pursuit of the ideal and the new for its own 

sake seems to us both hopeless and pathetic‟
22
; they prefer to leave 

their buildings open to individuals‟ reactions, drawn from unique 

associations of the form and materiality.
23
 In this way, their 

architecture is „simultaneously familiar and unfamiliar, old and 

new‟
24
. 

 

They are interested in „“the secret life of most of the world around 

us”‟
25
 and seek to reveal this by „presenting the normal oddly‟

26
. They 

claim to be „reacting to things as they are‟
27
 and as things are „not 

entirely orderly and stable‟
28
, neither is their architecture. Their 

approach is „open to accident.‟
29
 

 

This relates to the sculptures of Claes Oldenberg (Fig. 2), whose work 

with familiar objects, distorting scale and materiality, has a 

poignancy stemming from its relation to the everyday world.
30
 

 

Caruso St John enjoy many things that are not normally seen as 

charming- they like „blunt meetings of decay and newness‟
31
 and 

industrial landscapes for their „unself-conscious, frank construction‟ 

and the „relaxed way in which they accommodate change‟
32
. 

 

They take a phenomenological approach to materials, preferring to work 

with „humble, everyday materials‟. Caruso states: 

If you use materials that people know about or that have a tectonic 

tradition there is a much higher potential for transgressing 

expectation.
33
 

                                                             
20
 Peter St John, „The Feeling of Things: Towards an Architecture of Emotions‟, in 

Shaping Earth (Wolverhampton, UK: MN Associates and the University of 

Wolverhampton, 2000), pp.78–81 (p.78). 
21
 Ibid., p.78. 

22
 Ibid., p.78. 

23
 Ibid., p.78. 

24
 Inberg, p.29. 

25
 Rowan Moore, „Minimalism Gets Rough‟, in Blueprint 109 (July 1994), 38–40 (p.40). 

26
 Ibid., p.40. 

27
 Ibid., p.40. 

28
 Ibid., p.40. 

29
 Ibid., p.39. 

30
 St John, „The Feeling of Things: Towards an Architecture of Emotions‟, p.78. 

31
 Moore, p.39. 

32
 St John, „The Feeling of Things: Towards an Architecture of Emotions‟, p.79. 

33
 Vermeulen, p.82. 
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This view mirrors that of the Smithsons, seen in their comments on 

Mies‟ Lange House (where brick is „as brick as brick can be‟
34
): 

The luxury rests in the fact that the observer is made aware of the 

essence of each material.
35
 

 

It stems, in part, from an understanding of Lewerentz- a true „builder‟ 

rather than theorist. Caruso wrote, of St Peter’s Church, Klippan (Fig. 

3): 

To make an extraordinary material special, is banal. To heighten one’s 

awareness of a humble material like brick, is poetic.
36 

The phenomenological approach taken by Lewerentz recognises prayer as 

an „individual, meditative activity‟, and so St Peter‟s is a „church to 

humanism.‟
37
 

 

                                                             
34
 Alison and Peter Smithson, „“On Mies”: An Excerpt from “Without Rhetoric- An 

Architectural Aesthetic 1955-1972”‟, in Caruso St John: Almost Everything, ed. by 

Phillip Ursprung (Barcelona: Ediciones Poligrafa, 2008) pp.81-97 (p.87). 
35
 Ibid., p.89. 

36
 Adam Caruso, „Sigurd Lewerentz and a Material Basis for Form‟, in OASE 45/46 

(1997), 88-95 (p.92). 
37
 Ibid., p.94. 
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Fig. 3: „Window, exterior detail‟, St Peter‟s Church 

in Klippan, 1963-66, by Sigurd Lewerentz 
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Space and ‘Studied Awkwardness’ 

 

‘At a time when one can build in almost any way, we are interested in 

being very specific about these choices. Freed from technical 

limitations, perhaps construction can now, for the first time, be a 

completely aesthetic endeavour.’
38
 

Adam Caruso 

 

To Caruso St John, the creation of space is of primary importance. At 

the start of a project, rather than working in plan, they „“work from 

the middle outwards”‟
39
, developing ideas about space and form through 

models. 

 

They tend to create „consciously maladroit deformations of compact, 

boxy volumes‟
40
, deriving from a preference for „studied awkwardness‟

41
. 

The deformations come in the form of „slippages‟- fragments of volume 

that are added to or subtracted from the „box‟ to make connections with 

the site or interior
42
. There is normally little expression of the 

„intermediate scale‟; the „boxy volumes‟ of their projects are 

something you appreciate from a distance, whilst detailed surfaces hold 

fascination up close, but the often complex interiors are never 

articulated.
43
 

 

Adam Caruso is interested in the „dynamic between construction and the 

experience of construction.‟
44
 A building‟s construction has a direct 

effect on the emotional character of its spaces and so the choice of 

construction is an important decision, often first. With this comes the 

view that „ultimately construction is about appearance.‟
45
 The overall 

atmosphere of the space is paramount: the structure is less important 

than the effect it produces. 

 

 

Adolf Loos stated that the first task of the architect is to „“hang the 

curtains of the room”‟
46
- to decide the desired atmosphere and then to 

design a structure to keep these „curtains‟ in place. But Loos found 

that: 

                                                             
38
 Vermeulen, p.74. 

39
 Inberg, p.31. 

40
 Ibid., p.31. 

41
 Ibid., p.31. 

42
 Ibid., p.31. 

43
 Vermeulen, p.82. 

44
 Ibid,. p.74. 

45
 St John, „The Feeling of Things: Towards an Architecture of Emotions‟, p.78. 

46
 Vermeulen, p.76. 
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There are architects who do it the other way around. Their imagination 

creates not rooms but walls, the rooms being the space left inside the 

walls.
47
  

 

Referencing this, Caruso complains of his British contemporaries: 

Architecture has been so long obsessed with the construction of the 

wall and forgotten about the character of the room. Loos’ prescription 

of what not to do is a perfect description of British high tech 

architecture.
48
 

 

However, Caruso is not advocating a complete disregard for the wall, 

for „if the material was just appliqué there would be a lack of tension 

or pressure in the space, (...) the space would not be convincing‟
49
, 

aligning with another of Loos‟ polemics: „Art has nothing to do with 

forgery, with falsehood.‟
50
 No material should appropriate the forms of 

another and Loos demonstrates an absolute disdain for „imitation-and-

substitution architects‟ in this eloquent insult:  

Come along, come along, all you champions of imitation, you creators of 

stencilled inlays, house-ugliful windows and paper-mâché tankards.
51
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
47
 Adolf Loos, „The Principle of Cladding (1898)‟, in Caruso St John: Almost 

Everything, ed. by Phillip Ursprung (Barcelona: Ediciones Poligrafa, 2008) pp.97-

100 (p.97). 
48
 Vermeulen, p.76. 

49
 Ibid., p.74. 

50
 Loos, p.98. 

51
 Ibid,. p.98. 
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Tradition 

 

‘It is only by understanding and reflecting on the past that 

architecture can continue to be a relevant social and artistic 

discipline.’
52
 

Adam Caruso 

 

Architects were originally masters of every aspect of their discipline, 

combining technical capacity with intellectual intelligence, but the 

profession has changed: 

In a world of increasing specialisation (...) architects have followed 

the lead of the management consultant, the ultimate example of the 

empty generalist.
53
 

 

On the work of Adam, Schinkel and Semper, Caruso states that „it was in 

distorting and adding to the architecture of the past that neo-

classicism was so fresh and contemporary.‟
54
 By „sustaining and 

progressing a cultural discourse‟
55
 architecture remained socially 

significant in an age of constant change. Caruso St John emulate this 

by making work that is „related to things that we have seen before.‟
56
 

In an environment of excess, they are drawn to „the more intimate 

artistic ambitions of past architectural traditions.‟
57
 They see their 

practice as a contributor to the „fragile continuities‟
58
 between 

present and past architectures. 

 

From this a certain quality emerges; it is not „heroic originality‟, 

but rather the sheen of cultural literacy. In theory, Caruso St John 

possess a „formal intelligence and political will to resist the 

cynical, laissez-faire contemporary forces that breed placelessness.‟
59
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
52
 Caruso, „Tradition‟, p.87. 

53
 Caruso, „Tradition‟, p.79. 

54
 Ibid., p.77. 

55
 Ibid., p.77. 

56
 Ibid., p.86. 

57
 Ibid., p.86. 

58
 Ibid., p.86. 

59
 Inberg, p.33. 
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Realities 

 

Creating Atmospheres 

 

Peter St John writes that „Our work starts with an awareness of the 

emotional character of buildings‟
60
. He talks about the impossibility of 

predicting someone‟s reaction to a building and how associations, and 

therefore responses, will differ from person to person. Yet this most 

important critique of a building‟s use is missing from contemporary 

media coverage. Experience of architecture is entirely subjective, yet 

all of the analysis aims for objectivity.  

 

The same problem exists in architectural writing that is all too 

evident in architectural photography: a lack of people. It is 

impossible to critically comment on a building intended for use when 

it is empty; as Peter Buchanan states in a journal article about the 

New Art Gallery, „Until the pictures are hung and the gallery is in 

use it is premature to make final judgements about the whole.‟
61
 

Buildings are backdrops for, and therefore animated by, life. 

 

With some architectural criticism there is a sense of being once-

removed: not in the building, but viewing from a distance. From this 

vantage point there is no experience. Why not start with the 

feelings the building provokes (as the architects try to do) and 

work outwards from there? Facts can be untangled from personal 

responses on the way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
60
 St John, „The Feeling of Things: Towards an Architecture of Emotions‟, p.78. 

61
 Peter Buchanan, „Building: Caruso St John in Walsall‟, in Architecture Today 103 

(November 1999), 20-36 (p.36). 
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Background 

 

The New Art Gallery was described in the architectural press as „the 

most anticipated of recent British buildings, not least for its 

anti-British stance.‟
62
 Its „solidity, sobriety and seriousness‟ 

contrasted with the „flimsy flash frivolity‟ of the British scene.
63
 

Yet how can it be both „anti-British‟ and „of its place‟?  

 

„Its place‟ is Walsall, a town in Birmingham‟s shadow which grew 

during industrial revolution but has since seen very little public 

investment. The gallery was commissioned by Walsall Council, as part 

of a clutch of millennium projects set to „transform‟ the town (Fig. 

4 and 5).
64
 

 

The site sits between the high street and a Victorian canal and is 

approached „between the everyday reality of BHS and Woolworths.‟
65
 

The surroundings include carefully composed windows, masonry 

facades, and squat 60s towers. 

 

The gallery was built to house the Garman Ryan Epstein Collection- 

an immensely personal collection donated by Kathleen Garman in 1974, 

with her aim being to „provide a bright light in the Black 

Country.‟
66
 This aim was echoed a quarter of a century later by Peter 

Jenkinson, Walsall head of Museums and Galleries: 

(We want to) show the people of Walsall that they can have the best, 

not the second best.
67
 

 

Adam Caruso states that „Architecture is about amplifying what is 

there‟
68
– but what if there is nothing to amplify? Circling above the 

grand aspirations of the New Art Gallery is the question of whether 

the building is „too much of a landmark‟
69
: too tall, too 

monumental... Too much for Walsall? 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
62
 Ibid., p.21. 

63
 Ibid., p.21. 

64
 Caruso St John, „Walsall Art Gallery‟, Caruso St John Projects 

<http://www.carusostjohn.com/projects/new-art-gallery-walsall/> [accessed 2 

November 2010]. 
65
 Raymund Ryan, „Comfort Architecture‟, in Blueprint 156 (December 1998), 30-35 

(p.32). 
66
 Aidan Ridyard, „Looks aren‟t everything‟, in RIBA Journal 106 (January 1999), 20-

21 (p.21). 
67
 Demetrios Matheou, „Walsall‟s Wunderkind‟, in The Architects’ Journal (24 October 

1996), 22. 
68
 Ryan, p.32. 

69
 Paul Finch, „A substantial gallery with a domestic scale‟, in The Architects’ 

Journal 203 (18 January 1996), 29-31 (p.30). 
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Fig. 4: „Walsall Waterfront‟, rendered perspective 

of mixed development, „started 2008' and due for 

completion December 2011, by Will Alsop and Urban 

Splash.  

Fig. 5: „Walsall Waterfront‟, photo of current state 

of Urban Splash development, December 2010.  
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Fig. 6: „Plans and sections‟, New Art Gallery, 

Walsall, 1995-2000, by Caruso St John.  
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Fig. 7: „Townscape‟, gallery from a distance, in 

context of town.  

Fig. 8: „Decorated tiles‟, proposal for Epstein 

figures on cast-masonry tiles of exterior.  
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A Subjective Walk-Through 

 

The New Art Gallery has a „double scale‟ typical of Caruso St John 

(Fig. 6 and 7). It is inconspicuous from a distance- a „compact 

cubic block‟
70
, quiet yet confident like the surrounding industrial 

buildings- but up close a carefully detailed finish is revealed. The 

original proposal called for silk-screened photographic images of 

Epstein figures on the cast-masonry tiles (Fig. 8), to give the 

„density of skin‟ of Victorian public buildings.
71
 Had this been 

carried through, the „boxy volume‟ would have been made less 

imposing, softened slightly and stitched tighter into the history of 

the town. 

 

The public space in front of the gallery seems quite desolate on a 

grey Sunday afternoon- the few token benches are empty and people 

cling to the edges of the exposed and intimidating space (Fig. 9). 

Caruso St John‟s dainty perspective (Fig. 10) looks idyllic 

(although deserted), but as Caruso himself says, „People make plans 

for cities, constantly, and then the first thing that happens is 

they‟re broken.‟
72
 The forecourt is laid in alternate strips of 

asphalt, as designed by Kinnear Lanscape Architects, supposedly to 

merge with the existing cityscape. Despite this, the gallery still 

seems to stand alone. 

 

The gallery‟s foyer (Fig. 11) „never quite convinces‟ as a 

„mediating urban device‟
73
: it is too dark and too tall to be 

inviting. For the entrance to the Nottingham Contemporary (built 4 

years later), Caruso St John seem to have tweaked this form (Fig. 

12). The softer colours and curves, as well as views straight 

through to the information desk and shop, draw the visitor in- 

succeeding where the Walsall Gallery fails. 

 

                                                             
70
 Buchanan, p.30. 

71
 Finch, p.30. 

72
 Vermeulen, p.88. 

73
 Ridyard, p.21. 
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Fig. 9: „Public space‟, panorama of reality above 

plan of proposal (orientation rotated 180˚). 

Fig. 10: „The gallery and square will be a natural 

point of convergence as a result of 

pedestrianisation and ring-road projects‟, 

perspective by Caruso St John. 
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Fig. 12: „Public entrance 2‟, Nottingham 

Contemporary, 2004-09, by Caruso St John- similar 

form but subtle differences make it more welcoming.  

Fig. 11: „Public entrance‟, New Art Gallery, 

Walsall. 
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There are no windows on the ground floor; the town is blocked out, 

transporting visitors out of Walsall and their everyday lives. The 

windows start higher up the building, framing carefully chosen 

views. At the bottom of one staircase, a view of the church is 

perfectly contained (Fig. 13). The visitor‟s perspective of Walsall 

is changed as „bad‟ views are banished: framing makes beautiful. 

This may be creating a sense of pride in the town, but should the 

architects be choosing which parts to block out, imposing their own 

prejudices on the populace by not honestly engaging with the site 

„as is‟? 

 

This choosiness over window placement means that this is mainly an 

artificially-lit building. In defence of the relative gloom of the 

gallery‟s interior (Fig. 15), Adam Caruso said: 

Darkness is not a popular subject in architecture (...) There is, in 

this country, an orthodoxy that says every interior must be flooded 

with light. But actually an interior should be about a range of 

brighter areas near the window, darker places away from the windows 

and towards the corners.
74
 

The practicalities of stance are questionable in an art gallery, as 

glare is an issue from windows set in deep shadow (Fig. 13 and 14). 

 

The shuttering used for the in-situ wall construction is legible, 

and has the same dimension and orientation as the Douglas fir timber 

floors (Fig. 16); this obvious layering of construction acknowledges 

the time and sequence of making.
75
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Fig. 13: „Framed view of church‟, showing careful 

framing and glare from deep-set window.  
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Fig. 14: „Window detail‟ 
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Fig. 15: „Foyer‟, showing lack of windows and 

artificial lighting.  

Fig. 16: „Wall detail‟, showing Douglas fir texture 

in in-situ concrete.  
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The Garman Ryan collection, accessed from the 1
st
 floor (Fig. 6), is 

like a house within a building, with its own front door, staircase 

and landing (Fig. 17). There is an intimacy to the scale of the 

rooms and an excitement that comes from exploring them; as in an old 

house, rooms are accessed through rooms and the collection is 

arranged almost as curios (by subject rather than medium), appealing 

to our innate „nosiness‟. On the subject of masterplans, Peter St 

John commented, „It is not about a still-life composition of pieces. 

It is more an enjoyment of the arbitrary adjacency of things.‟
76
 This 

approach seems to have been scaled down for the arrangement of the 

collection (Fig. 18 and 19).  

 

In the temporary exhibition space (3
rd
 floor, Fig. 6 and 20) the 

light and the art are reflected in the highly polished floor. This 

space is very different to the domestic Garman Ryan collection; it 

is more similar to other modern art galleries with its white walls 

and light boxes. Because of all the reflections, the atmosphere of 

the room changes with the colour of the light and also the colour of 

the art- subtly reacting and accommodating (Fig. 21). 

 

The gallery has an uncommonly wide range of atmospheres for a public 

building, suggesting the „pleasurable generosity‟
77
 of a country 

home. This „rambling episodic interior‟
78
 offers an alternative to 

the „detached modernism and institutional character‟
79
 of most modern 

art galleries; the sense of domestic and sensual is extended to the 

urban redevelopment, offering „sustenance to intimate existence in 

the metropolis.‟
80
 It seems Caruso St John‟s ambition to „create a 

gallery that works perfectly well for 30 schoolkids, but is still a 

beautiful room‟
81
 has been met. 

 

As a disjointed collection of spaces, the New Art Gallery mimics 

life: it is not intimidating in its perfection. „It should be 

possible for a building to have radically different parts and still 

feel like one building‟
82
, commented Peter St John, and here this 

rings true. 
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Fig. 17: „Garman Ryan Collection‟, photo of model.  

Fig. 18: „Domestic scale rooms‟, proposal 

perspective by Caruso St John.  
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Fig. 19: „A photographic walk-through‟, a series of 

photos of the Garman Ryan collection.  
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Fig. 20: „Temporary exhibition space‟, 3rd floor of 

gallery.  

Fig. 21: „Reflections‟, polished concrete floor and 

white walls reflecting art and windows.  
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There are no columns anywhere in the gallery- all the walls are 

structural and cast in-situ. This is not the normal way of building in 

Britain, but „it was important to us that the structure was making 

space.‟
83
 Spanning between these walls are big slender beams- the depth 

of each related to the height of the space below. All of the beams span 

about 10m, but over the 7m high foyer they are 750mm deep and over the 

6m high gallery they are 600mm deep. The visual weight of the structure 

is comforting, as opposed to the confusing dematerialisation of 

whitewashed plains. 

 

The „tower room‟ on the 4
th
 floor is almost like an observatory- here 

it is not the walls which dominate, but the windows (Fig. 23). 

Windows claim a much larger net area than art and this lack of wall 

space is unusual in an art gallery. The art scattered around the 

room seems insignificant: secondary to the view. It is this that 

visitors rush to (Fig. 23, bottom), for it is a view not normally 

admired in low-rise Walsall. In this way, Caruso St John raise the 

gallery above the town- literally „looking down‟ on Walsall. Maybe 

this is too harsh, and what they are actually doing is giving locals 

the privilege of being able to see the place they live in its 

entirety: restoring some sense of pride, as distance blurs 

imperfections and renders Walsall almost beautiful. 

 

The roof was intended to be public, with a terrace and restaurant 

(Fig. 24), in a „civic gesture that inspires and exhilarates‟
84
. This 

civic gesture has seemingly been retracted; the restaurant is now 

more exhibition space and the doors to the terrace are locked shut 

(Fig. 25). 
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Fig. 22: „Structural walls and deep beams‟, photo of 

model.  
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Fig. 23: „4th Floor‟, photos: stairs leading up to 

top floor, flooded in light; gallery displaying 

sculptures; teenagers rushing to look out of large 

windows.  
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Fig. 24: „Restaurant‟, shortly after opening- now 

used as gallery space. 

Fig. 25: „4th floor landing‟, with doors to terrace 

locked (right). 
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The bricks of the Midlands are deep red, smooth and hard, giving the 

buildings a more „prismatic volumetric presence‟
85
 than softer 

southern brick. Whilst the tiles used to clad the New Art Gallery 

(Fig. 26) are also clay-based, they relate in tone more to the 

town‟s public buildings: the Bath stone of the town hall (Fig. 27) 

and the light sandstone of the church. In this way, Caruso St John 

avoid parody; the gallery is a quiet neighbour, but still 

distinctive. The tiles also allude to the cladding of buildings in 

Victorian Britain, alluding in a subtle way to the town‟s 19
th
 

Century history. 

 

In different lights the building‟s colour changes. Because of the 

light tone and patina of the tiles, as well as a slight colour 

range, as the light shifts the gallery comes alive- no longer grey 

against grey (Fig. 28 and 29). Adding to this visual variation is 

the vertical decrease in tile size which, from certain angles, 

exaggerates the building‟s height. 

 

The tower (Fig. 28) strikes an „urban conversation‟
86
 with  Walsall 

Town Hall (Fig. 27) and St Matthew‟s Church. The gallery distances 

itself yet makes explicit connections like this. 

 

The New Art Gallery is not designed to „fit in‟: it responds to the 

town as a place where „strong buildings can find their own place.‟
87
 

Its massing and alignment relate to the canal (Fig. 9 and 29), like 

a „Victorian rail terminus‟
88
. However, these address the city, 

whilst the city centre gallery disassociates itself with its skew 

and contrasting colour. It is pushed to the side of the site, almost 

tucked into the corner, and is only fully revealed at the precinct 

entrance, rather than announcing itself proudly from every 

direction- Paul Finch described it as an „intriguing urban 

fortress‟
89
, in that its use can only be known by reputation or 

visiting.  

 

Crucially, the gallery fits in because it is awkward: 

‘The gallery is asymmetric, as the city is.’
90
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Fig. 26: „Exterior cladding‟, showing lightness of 

colour with variations, and vertical decrease in 

size. 

Fig. 27: „Walsall Town Hall‟ 
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Fig. 28: „North facade, with tower‟ 

Fig. 29: „West facade, across canal basin‟ 
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Conclusion 

 

Can great architecture ever take a backseat? There is a feeling at 

Walsall that the art is secondary to the architecture; the building 

is not there to house art- the art is there to be housed.  

 

The project was never about giving Walsall art: it was about giving 

Walsall a building to „kick-start‟ regeneration, and maybe this 

insincerity is felt by the local population and is the cause of the 

gallery‟s echoingly empty halls. Could it be that there is too much 

architecture, too many good intentions? 

 

„It does not offer itself as a building to be loved,‟
91
 but more as a 

building to be admired- to entice interest and opinions. However, 

public architecture requires a deeper relationship rather than a 

„shallow acquaintance‟
92
, slowly forgotten as its glossy novelty 

fades. 

 

The downside of any eloquent posturing is that the physical 

manifestation of these ideals is unlikely to match up. For that is what 

they are, ideals: principles for design in an abstract world where the 

mess of life does not get in the way. Should Caruso St John write less, 

avoiding these high expectations and the ensuing disappointment, or is 

it better to be ambitious- to aim as high as you can in the hope that 

you will land close? 

 

When, on viewing the building, „aspects of the design are elusive to 

intellectual grasp‟
93
, is this the point of too many words? Surely all 

that is there should be apparent: this is not theology, it is solid 

form. When a building comes with a guide, our reactions are warped and 

distorted by what we read, instinct gone. The description of the 

building becomes more real than the building ever was- we cannot quote 

walls. The words replace memories and change how photographs are 

viewed, distorting and reinventing. 

 

In the end, the words are nothing and everything. We can write reams 

and reams, posturing and claiming and guessing, and the buildings we 

create will always shout us down. But then, in 50 or 100 years, when 

those same buildings are gone but for rubble or ash or photographs, 

only the words will be left. The words become the building- become 

the reference point- and all the best intentions remain, no longer 

marred by their tangible manifestation. 
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